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 Brooks Creek Stream Restoration and Culvert Replacement Project 

 
RFQ QUESTION RESPONSE ADDENDUM  

Issued: May 18, 2022 

Updated: May 20, 2022 

 

Response to Questions: Pursuant to the Request for Qualifications (RFQ) issued April 29, 2022, 

the following questions about the RFQ have been received via email to Triangle J Council of 

Governments prior to the deadline for questions/clarifications outlined in the RFQ – May 25, 

2022.  

 

Questions have been added to this response addendum as presented and placed on Triangle J 

Council of Governments website next to the originally issued RFQ. All potential bidders were 

encouraged throughout the RFQ to continually check the website for responses.  

 

1. Question: In section 3.2.2 Proposer and Design-Build Team Qualifications and 

Experience, it states SOQ Form 7 is needed for this section. After reviewing the forms, it 

looks like SOQ Form 6 matches what is required in this section. Can you clarify which 

form is needed for this section. 

 

Answer: SOQ Form 6 is the correct form that should be referenced in 3.2.2 and not SOQ 

Form 7. SOQ FORM 7 is used to reference 3.2.3 – Proposed Key Personnel Matrix  

 

 

2. Question: In section 3.2.2 Proposer and Design-Build Team Qualifications and 

Experience, it states that the forms should be submitted for no more than two (2) stream 

restoration/stabilization/repair/culvert projects and later in the sections it states that the 

three (3) projects should demonstrate. Would you like for us to provide two (2) or three 

(3) project examples? 

 

Answer: Responders are only required to provide two (2) relevant project examples and 

as the first reference states, there should be no more than two (2) samples provided. The 

sentence that states three (3) projects was an error.   

 

     3. Question: Are we allowed to use electronic signatures on the forms? 

 

 Answer: Yes, electronic signatures may be used on the forms.  

 


